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Introduction
Welcome to the activereach 2018 guide to DDoS, DDoS mitigation, and DDoS mitigation testing. This 
guide is aimed at technically aware business people who do not necessarily have a background in data 
networking or security. 

The guide is split into the following sections:

Section 1 - An introduction to Distributed Denial of Service attacks and mitigating them 

Section 2 - Assessing the business risk posed by Distributed Denial of Service attacks 

Section 3 - Testing Distributed Denial of Service mitigation 

About activereach
activereach® is a leading technology integrator providing bespoke IT solutions and professional services 
to customers in the areas of Security, Collaboration and Connectivity. Our independent consultative 
approach helps organizations maximise business value from their technology investments, providing a 
platform for businesses to grow, reinvent and transform.

Working in partnership with many of the world’s leading technology vendors and software providers, we 
offer the most innovative hosted, on-premise and cloud based services. Our consultancy, technology 
and services have transformed hundreds of businesses across the UK, Europe & Middle East – ranging 
from FTSE 500 enterprises to corporates and SMEs. Operating across our activeNETWORKS™, 
activeDEFENCE™ and activeCONNECT™ technology divisions, activereach is headquartered near 
London, UK.

activereach is the UK’s leading company in DDoS testing and provides a wide range of security 
solutions, including DDoS mitigation services for customers in the private and public sector. 

Please visit www.activereach.net to find out more.

About the author
Max Pritchard is a network pre-sales consultant who has been designing secure 
business networks for 20 years with network integrators, ISPs and Telcos. He now works 
as a pre-sales consultant for activereach - helping UK businesses make sense of DDoS 
threats, designing, implementing and testing DDoS mitigation solutions.
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Section 2 - Assessing the business risk posed by Distributed Denial of 
Service attacks

Caution
The following document contains numbers collected from surveys, white papers, online tools and 
reports. These sources seldom disclose their methods, bias or motivations and a large number of them 
present conflicting information.

For example, industry white papers containing statistics about the proportion of DDoS events that were 
volumetric attacks, as opposed to application attacks, seldom agree. A cynic may suggest that this 
would depend on the company that is writing the white paper and the nature of the product they sell. 
However it could easily be a factor of the research methods employed or data set selection.

To use them in any risk analysis would then seem to be folly.

However, for risk professionals wishing to assess the threat to their business of DDoS attacks (in 
the absence of any attacks on them to date), arguably making any DDoS mitigation budgetary 
decisions based on some evidence is better than raw guesswork. At least assumptions made in the 
risk calculations can be examined, and any answers found can be tested against future surveys or 
independent reports.

The main threat facing business today is one, not of complacency or lack of awareness, but a tendency 
for companies to prefer to delay spending on mitigation or security controls designed to reduce risk 
until, and only until, they have been bitten once. The more informed and evidence-based the risk 
assessment, the more likely it will be for companies to make the correct decisions about investment 
in DDoS mitigation based on and proportionate to their exposure rather than gambling on nothing 
happening to them.

The following analysis is presented as an informed risk assessment toolkit which might prove to be one 
or more steps improved from ‘finger in the wind’ assessment.

You use the information in this document at your own risk.

Risk assessment steps 
There are five common steps to a risk assessment for DDoS (as with other risk assessments).

1. Understand the hazard posed by DDoS attacks

2. Describe the scope of impact of a DDoS attack - what may be harmed and how
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3. Assess the expected annual loss from DDoS attacks. React proportionately to expected 
losses from DDoS attacks

4. Record assessment findings

5. Review regularly with evidence and feedback 

Understanding the hazard associated with DDoS attacks
DDoS attacks are a hazard that directly threaten the availability of information services that rely on 
networked computers, particularly those directly connected to the public Internet, but also those that 
are logically separated but share physical infrastructure such as switches, routers, firewalls, or network 
connections. Business strategies often assume the availability of IT applications to support those 
organisational goals, and the sudden loss of IT systems can jeopardise the achievement of those 
business goals.

The responsibility for availability of information services can sit uncomfortably between IT and security 
teams. IT failure is one potential cause of an outage or loss of service and usually sits with IT teams. 
However DDoS is a serious cyber attack that can impact service availability regardless of protections 
put in place to mitigate the risks of IT failure. Mitigating against loss of availability is one of the three 
primary areas covered by data security (the other two being Confidentiality and Integrity), but is 
distinctly under-represented in network security products and services.

As well as the hazard to technology, DDoS attacks also threaten human resource availability. During an 
attack, specialist IT staff may be called upon to help mitigate the impacts of the threat; customer service 
staff may need to respond to communication from affected employees; suppliers or customers and 
management may need to respond to public relations issues with media or regulatory interest. DDoS 
attacks are often designed to cause maximum inconvenience and impact on the target business. This 
can mean exploiting a lack of specialist staff or ineffective and inefficient processes.

Scope of impact for DDoS attacks
What is vulnerable to disruption from DDoS attacks?

This is potentially a complicated question to answer for a business. Most companies understand the 
basic connection between their business strategy and their IT infrastructure, but the details may not 
always clear to the individuals involved in a risk assessment and the many complex dependencies may 
not be immediately obvious.

In simple terms, the business strategy will be broken down into business activities or functions, which 
need access to particular IT applications, which requires certain things from the network.
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1. Business strategy (Growth through B2C activity, asset acquisition/disposal or focus on 
efficiency)

2. Business functions (Sales, customer service, billing, marketing, HR, management)

3. IT applications (CRM, billing application, web site, telephony, critical network apps)

4. IT network infrastructure (Internet access from head office, private VPN, server, data centre, 
private and public cloud)

This is a complex tree. Applications (in efficiently run businesses) are often shared across multiple 
business functions and each department’s dependency on it may differ. A call centre may be using 
the same telephone circuits as the sales team, but if the circuits fail, the sales team can switch to their 
mobile phones whereas the call centre may simply stop - or be forced to switch sites.

Understanding the impact on the business strategy of the disruption of a particular element of 
infrastructure requires someone (or several people) familiar with the business to trace the connection 
back from infrastructure - to applications that it impacts - to the business function and then to the 
business strategy itself.

It’s not something a white paper or checklist can do.

What damage can a DDoS attack cause?
A fully effective DDoS attack will completely exhaust a system’s resources - disabling the system or 
team it is aimed at for a period of time. A partially effective DDoS attack will impair the performance of 
a system or team. If the system or team targeted generates revenue/profit for a business (or reduces 
risk), then that ability will be damaged with associated financial loss for the target.

So - for example - a particular online casino might generate £30m a year. If the servers supporting that 
business are disabled for 24 hours on an average trading day, then the direct damage to the business 
revenue might be £30m/365 = £82k .

Determining the average duration of loss of service availability from a DDoS attack is difficult. To try and 
estimate it, it is important to understand the difference between an individual DDoS attack event, and 
the duration of a campaign of DDoS attacks against the target system. You can get reasonable statistics 
on individual DDoS events, but finding reliable data on attack campaign duration is much more difficult.

According to the 12th Worldwide Infrastructure Security Report (WISR) report from Arbor Networks 1, 
the average duration of an individual DDoS attack was 55 minutes. Incapsula report that in 2016, 60% 
of DDoS attacks they recorded lasted under 1 hour and 95% were under 3 hours 2. Most of the industry 
sources reporting on this statistic agree that average durations of attacks recorded are dropping and 
now are just an hour or two.
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That could be for a number of reasons. Firstly, DDoS attacks generated by online gamers aimed at 
other online gamers tend to be short and petty, but may represent frequent enough events to skew the 
stats. Secondly, as DDoS defences have improved, the nature of DDoS attack tools is moving away 
from sustained attacks  originating from a static botnet, to rapidly fluctuating or pulsing attacks from 
shifting sources against different targets - perhaps a server, load balancer, DNS, or firewall. 

Botnet-based DDoS attack tools available on the black market often sell their services based on 
campaign duration rather than an individual one-off attack. DDoS platforms are available with weekly or 
monthly rentals. During the attack tool rental period the user is offered a range of DDoS techniques (or 
vectors) and allowed to configure the attack on the fly through a portal or control panel. 

A motivated attacker can now easily launch a sequence of individual attacks that seemingly come from 
different places and are aimed at different target systems, but all of which are linked by the attacker’s 
determination to attack the target. It is no longer clear whether any two or more attacks against a 
specific target are associated and so individual attack durations cannot be reliably combined.

A report from Kaspersky Labs DDoS Intelligence covering attacks from botnets from Q4 2016 stated 
the maximum recorded duration at 292 hours (12.2 days) which was a record value for them for 2016 3. 
However these super-long attacks are certainly rare and seem to be in decline. 

Anecdotally, activereach believes that while individual DDoS attacks are typically under three hours, 
attack campaigns can last days or weeks from the first to the final attack. 24 hours represents a median 
value which is useful for risk analysis, but businesses may wish to consider longer potential DDoS 
campaigns arrayed against them, particularly if they are a high risk target category.

As well as direct loss of revenue/profit from affected services, there is the immediate direct cost of 
IT, security staff and management that may be drafted in to tackle the event, and liaise with service 
providers and staff.  In addition, there will be an impact on customer services handling customer 
queries (a BT report suggested that complaints and queries increase over 30% during a DDoS attack 4). 
There is also the subsequent longer-term costs of additional security or regulatory audit and clean-up - 
additional mitigation and impact on sales or share price as confidence in the target suffers.

Most companies have calculated a cost per hour of downtime caused by IT failure as part of their 
business continuity planning and an outage caused by DDoS is no different in this regard - apart from 
two crucial factors.

Firstly, unlike an IT outage, certain categories of attacker will target a system at a time of maximum cost 
and damage to the target. Political sites are attacked more frequently during campaigning or elections, 
e-commerce sites during sales, gambling sites during high profile betting events. Risk calculations 
cannot assume a random attack (average daily values of revenue/profit) and, instead, must consider 
the maximum possible cost of a system outage (maximum daily values of revenue/profit).

Secondly, DDoS is perceived as a security event and a system failing as a ‘breach’. This may cause 
increased reputation damage compared to an IT failure and consequently increased impact on sales or 
share price.
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What systems might be impacted by a DDoS attack?
It is easy to identify a web or email server as potentially at risk from a DDoS attack, but harder to 
identify that an apparently private MPLS service from a Telco shares physical infrastructure with that 
Telco’s public Internet services and so may be indirectly affected by DDoS events.

Identifying the logical dependencies between infrastructure elements is one of the most difficult steps 
in assessing the risk to a business of DDoS attacks. A DDoS test can be very effective at highlighting 
which devices are affected by DDoS attacks and sometimes a real test is the only way to determine 
where there is a logical dependency between seemingly unconnected systems.

DDoS attacks most commonly occur from compromised devices on public networks (bots) attacking 
other devices on public networks. The most obvious targets are public servers running applications that 
use the global DNS (eg. prominent web sites). However any device with a public IP address may be 
directly targeted.

There are also indirect impacts to consider. If a service provider’s core switch is attacked and disabled, 
then all customer connections that traverse that switch might be impacted. Similarly if one tenant’s 
virtual server on a multi-tenant server is attacked, then all tenants may be impacted.

A systematic review of a company’s infrastructure will need to examine the physical, logical, application 
and human systems that are used to underpin a business strategy.

Physical (boxes and wires) analysis (Layers 1 and 2 of OSI) 

The first step is typically to identify all devices and network connections/circuits under the company’s 
control - and the third parties that they connect to (Telcos or Internet service providers). Each element 
will have a finite set of performance capabilities - maximum bandwidth, CPU, memory or storage limits.

Logical analysis (Layers 3 and 4 of OSI)

It is important to understand a company’s external IP address ranges, AS numbers, BGP peers, 
domains and virtual networks under their control as well as the third party networks that may be 
traversed. At this layer of analysis, the company’s reliance on network authentication, address 
translation, DNS, access control lists (ACLs) or other network-centric associated functions might be 
considered.

Application analysis (Layers 5,6 and 7 of OSI)

Direct applications such as telephony, CRM, billing applications, web servers, databases and mail servers. 
These may be held in data centres, company offices or third party virtual environments. Indirect applications 
may include monitoring and management, user authentication, network time, domain name services.

The advent of cloud computing and increasing use of outsourced applications (CRM, IPT) makes 
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identification of all the dependencies of a network hard to conduct in most cases. If a company 
has made no effort to identify the extent of the exposure to DDoS, they are much more likely to be 
unpleasantly surprised by a future attack event.

The human element

In addition to the technical infrastructure that may be vulnerable to DDoS attacks, the human element 
is a crucial component to consider. If a company’s IT or security staff are busy dealing with a DDoS 
attack, then they are rendered unable to deliver their usual service - which may include critical security 
monitoring activities. This may allow a criminal to use DDoS to ‘blind’ a company to illegal activity - data 
exfiltration, malware or other threat.

DDoS attacks are being seen that are designed to stress the human and process component of a 
business’ systems. So-called ‘drive-by’ DDoS attacks are shorter in duration and are aimed as much 
to force a company into allocating resources to defend against the attack and implement mitigating 
processes as they are to disable a technical system.

Any full risk assessment will need to consider the human resources available to a company, and the 
efficiency of the DDoS mitigation processes both during and after an attack event. The current trend 
is to simplify DDoS defences from ‘on demand’ to ‘always on’ to eliminate the human component 
of swinging traffic to scrubbing centres and back again - and ensure that monitoring of possible 
reconnaissance attacks is maintained.

Expected annual loss from DDoS
In order to calculate an expected annual loss from DDoS, you need to know two things. The anticipated 
loss resulting from an attack and the likelihood of being attacked.

Expected annual loss = (Loss per event) x (annual chance of being attacked)

Loss per event = (duration of event x loss per hour) + clean-up + reputation damage

We have already discussed the duration of DDoS events. activereach recommends businesses use an 
expected event duration of 24 hours per DDoS event, taking into account the current average duration 
of a DDoS attack and the trend towards using many individual attacks in a sustained campaign against 
business targets.

Unlike IT outages, which should use an average value of loss per hour, the loss per hour of a DDoS 
attack should be based on the maximum possible loss per hour, as attacks are increasingly fuelled by an 
attacker’s desire and capability to time the attack to coincide with a period of maximum disruption for the 
target. Also there are possibly higher costs of damage to reputation of a “security breach” compared to an 
IT failure as well as increased customer services costs during and after a security event of this nature.
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How do we calculate a company’s chances of being attacked?

How many DDoS attacks are there each year?

The chance of being hit by a DDoS attack is a question of frequency. If you would expect one attack 
every three years, then the annual risk is 33%. One approach to calculating the likelihood of being 
attacked is a simple volumetric one. How many DDoS attacks are there each year? How many targets 
are there? Divide the two numbers.

For example:

In the 12th annual worldwide infrastructure security report1, Arbor Networks, which is one of the largest 
suppliers of anti-DDoS hardware for service providers, government and educational sectors, recorded 
an average of 124,000 attacks per week during the 18 months to July 2016 (17,714 per day, 738 
per hour). Admittedly, Arbor don’t see every DDoS attack because not every attack hits one of their 
systems, but given their deployment footprint (service providers as opposed to end users), one might 
consider the attack intensity they are seeing as being broadly representative of the general market.

That would mean roughly 6.5m DDoS attacks per year. We know that roughly 40% of these attacks 
were on employee-business infrastructure as opposed to individual connections. So 2.6m DDoS attacks 
against employee-business targets.

We don’t know for sure what proportion of attacks are aimed at companies in the UK. Different DDoS 
mitigation vendors operate in different geographical regions, which makes relying on their statistical 
breakdown of target country unreliable at best, even before  considering the challenge that company 
location may not be the same as asset location.

The Incapsula Q4 2016 DDoS report 5 states that 9.6% of DDoS attacks were aimed at targets in the 
UK. Let’s assume this figure is representative of the general case.

According to the Federation for Small Business 6, in 2016 there were 1.3m companies in the UK with 
more than one employee.

If the attacks were distributed evenly across all companies in the UK with more than one 
employee, that would mean that the annual risk of any given UK company being hit by a 
DDoS attack is about (2,600,000 x 0.1 / 1,300,000) = 20%.

So - all things being equally distributed, a UK employing business should expect a DDoS attack every 
five years. When activereach last did this analysis (2015), the calculated risk was around 15% with 
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fewer absolute attacks as well as a lower proportion of attacks being aimed at the (slightly smaller) UK 
business sector. This might suggest the risk of DDoS has risen slightly in the past two years.

Is this number convincing?

Unfortunately it’s very easy to find completely different assessments of the number of attacks each year 
and the proportion of attacks on the UK varies depending on political and news events.

No company sees all attacks - all DDoS filters leak (false negative) to some extent - and what they 
classify as a single DDoS attack may differ. Many marketing reports and white papers now quote 
percentage increases in attacks, rather than absolute numbers. One suspects that they worry about 
revealing something about their relative size compared to competition. Or it might be modesty.

Regardless - we know that there are certain characteristics of targets that will modify this  risk upwards 
or downwards by a certain factor and we might be able to work out that factor by looking at how many 
of these characteristics a target company has.

The 12th edition of the WISR report from Arbor Networks1, which looks mainly at ISPs reported that 86% 
of service providers have experienced a DDoS attack in 2016 and 53% of respondents to the survey 
were experiencing more than 51 attacks per month. 75% of those attacks were aimed at a customer of 
the ISP, rather than the ISP themselves. This would represent an average “high frequency” watermark for 
businesses that aggregate the risk of end users and businesses that sit underneath their network.

So we can surmise that the annual likelihood of being hit with a DDoS attack if you are an Internet 
service provider or hosting company will approach 86% as you accumulate more and more customers. 
If you are hit by one DDoS attack, there is an extremely high chance of being hit with further DDoS 
attacks. For most ISPs, DDoS is a day-to-day occurrence.

Analysis of rate of attacks on large companies versus small companies suggests that, today, large 
companies (250+ employees) are twice as likely to experience DDoS attacks. But this might just be 
slightly lazy compartmentalisation for marketing purposes and ease of analysis or a factor of the choice 
of organizations that a given survey selected from.

Size and vertical isn’t everything, but it is something

The Arbor WISR 12th edition (2016) 1 lists the following non-consumer verticals by frequency of attack.

Vertical market Proportion of ISP respondents seeing DDoS attacks against that vertical
Government 48%
Financial Services 41%
Hosting 40%
e-Commerce 36%
Gaming 35%
Education 31%
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Vertical market Proportion of ISP respondents seeing DDoS attacks against that vertical
Law enforcement 13%
Healthcare 10%
Energy/utilities 10%
Gambling 9%
Manufacturing 7%
Other 7%

Remember that these proportions are based on a survey of educated respondents in a good position to 
know and report accurately, but may be subject to a variety of problems. However we can see distinct 
bands of vertical markets with the highest intensity in the government sector (presumably hactivism or 
protest DDoS attacks), a batch of high risk private and public sector targets (financial services, gaming, 
hosting and e-commerce as well as education), medium risk (law enforcement, healthcare, utilities, 
gambling) and then lower risk (manufacturing and others).

I am going to make an assumption here that the proportions of observed attacks in the survey (repeated 
above) are a good proxy for the likelihood of an attack on an organization in that vertical market. 
This assumption may not withstand detailed scrutiny, but gives us a starting point from which we can 
continue to test our analysis against observations in the market.

Risk category Likelihood Attack expected Example industries
5 - Very high 85%-100%+ More than once a year ISPs, DNS providers

4 - High 50%-60% Every 2 years Government and political

3 - Medium 30%-40% Every 3 years Finance, gaming, hosting,  
e-commerce, education

2 - Low 15%-25% Every 4-5 years Law, healthcare, utilities, gambling
1 - Very low 5%-10% Every 10 years Manufacturing and others

We can organise targets into convenient bands based on verticals, but we must recognise that even 
within a vertical market there can be massive differences between the likelihood of attack based on 
other more detailed factors.

Within the finance sector, for example, is a vast array of different businesses. Some have particularly 
high public profiles, some deal with consumers, some are quite small, but have complex high value 
commercial interests. The shadows they cast into the Internet are very different. Some are very likely 
to be targets for DDoS - others are unlikely to experience one - but when they do it will be very focused 
and sophisticated.

Thinking about ‘large’ companies and companies in particular verticals, it is relatively easy to come up 
with counter-examples to an assessment that organizations are likely to see frequent DDoS attacks just 
based on their size.

For example - digital assets are not totally dependent on company size. A massive manufacturing 
or engineering company may have a very modest web presence, while a small SaaS company may 
have disproportionately massive network assets and Internet-connected presence. Each company’s 
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dependence on technology will also vary. Larger companies tend to make greater use of private 
network facilities or autonomous operation under technology failure conditions which will see the threat 
of DDoS considerably reduced.

Online gaming sites might experience rashes of minor attacks as individuals engage in petty disputes 
using DDoS tools - but nothing with the intensity and focus of an attack on an online gambling site.

There must be a set of characteristics of organizations that are more likely to be found with large 
companies compared to small ones, and, perhaps, in certain vertical markets that are driving the 
frequency and intensity of DDoS attacks. 

Motivations behind DDoS attacks 
Let’s consider the motivations behind DDoS attacks and relate them to characteristics of their selected 
targets to try and refine our understanding of risk.

The Arbor Networks WISR 12th edition 1 provides a view of DDoS motivation found by a survey of ISPs 
and an analysis of target-provided information, but accurately categorising the motivation behind any 
particular attack will always be uncertain.

Online gaming

As expected, online gaming continues to be the reason behind the majority of DDoS activity, but it’s 
interesting that the proportion of attacks on gaming company infrastructure itself is considerably smaller 
that the proportion of attacks on consumers. We might infer that many of these attacks motivated by 
competition or rivalry in online gaming will be consumer to consumer, directly targeting an individual’s 
home connection in an effort to impede their access to a gaming service, whilst allowing their competitor 
the advantage of unimpeded access. Any increase in the target’s latency or packet loss will impair their 
capability to play. 
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Although DDoS attacks might be aimed at a gaming or forum server being run by the target which may 
be hosted in a gaming company’s facilities, this appears to not be as frequent. Consumer ISPs are 
more likely to see gaming-related attacks than companies offering gaming servers.

DDoS attacks on high profile gaming ecosystems (such as Sony’s PSN, Microsoft’s XBox Live,  
Minecraft, World of Warcraft, League of Legends et al), might also arise from the familiarity of young 
DDoS criminals with gaming companies and may be motivated by a desire for notoriety or marketing 
DDoS tools, such as the attacks by LizardSquad on Sony and Microsoft.

DDoS tools and information are routinely shared between young gamers on forums and chat sites 
focused on gaming. This has created a broad community of young computer-literate players educated 
on DDoS techniques and familiar with them being used as a tool to vent grievances.

Political or ideological DDoS

DDoS has been used as a tool for ideological and political protest since the very earliest days of the 
Internet. Even without a botnet or formal DDoS tools, there have been popular campaigns coordinating 
web users to visit a specific site and repeatedly ‘refresh’ or request pages on a specific date and at a 
specific time. These campaigns have been successful at exhausting website resources and denying 
service bringing attention to the cause in question.

With the advent of botnet-derived DDoS tools, now small protest groups, or even individuals, can exert 
considerable power over organisations that they perceive to be opposed to their ideology.

There now exists large numbers of groups that vie for attention by using DDoS techniques as punitive 
measures against celebrated targets. These groups are scattered across the world and respond to 
news events, leaks or incidents with DDoS attacks. The hacker collective Anonymous, active since 
2003, is particularly well-known in the UK and North America for its attacks.

Nation states are known to have developed significant DDoS capabilities themselves (eg. Great 
Cannon of China, GCHQ’s alleged involvement in Operation Rolling Thunder), although they seem 
reluctant to use them on political rivals, content to sit behind deniable hacking teams motivated by 
patriotism, fundamentalism or fanaticism. The amount of support or latitude provided to these criminal 
teams by the nation states is difficult to assess from outside the intelligence community, but in some 
cases, must be significant.

NATO’s fancifully-named Cooperative Cyber-Defence Centre of Excellence (CCDOE) hosts an 
illuminating 2009 report from Arbor Networks 7 which provides excellent material focused on 
examination of political motivations behind DDoS attacks and must be considered to be required 
reading for anyone with an interest in the area. 

In any event, DDoS attacks are now routine as a feature of national military or political conflict in 
theatres across the globe; China, Korea, the Middle East, Russia and The Balkans. Any sites or 
facilities being used by organizations with links to politically volatile regions may become a target. 
Similarly, organizations that directly engage in contentious business activities (animal testing, birth 
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control, shale gas extraction, nuclear energy etc.) as well as the organizations that support or provide 
services to them will also be at greater risk of attack.

Marketing DDoS capabilities

The DDoS tool market is well developed and active with various generations of DDoS tools appearing, 
being developed and then mutating into new strands. The market is very lucrative. Reports from the 
investigation into the Israeli attack tool vDoS suggested it had generated over $600,000 in two years for 
two youngsters that had created it 8. Tools are marketed on various forums and social media, and digital 
payment is carefully administered to launder the proceeds.

DDoS gangs compete aggressively with each other and spend significant amounts of time and effort 
marketing their DDoS tool capabilities. The LizardSquad mounted a high profile campaign against Sony 
and Microsoft to raise the profile of their DDoS tool, timing their attacks to occur over Christmas to 
maximise media interest and impact on gaming communities.

The success of these attacks will be based on getting attention and raising awareness and so are 
targeted at high profile sites, particularly those connected with the youth, security or gaming markets.

Criminal organisations that provide DDoS attack tools have also been known to offer DDoS protection 
services, hiding behind a bewildering array of domain identities and shifting company names to try 
and get value from enabling attacks from people with axes to grind, whilst trying to get money from 
businesses for protection. The confusion in the DDoS mitigation and testing market is significant, 
presenting a challenge to businesses trying to acquire legitimate DDoS mitigation or testing service.

Even legitimate DDoS mitigation companies such as CloudFlare have been criticised for selling DDoS 
mitigation and protection services for websites designed to market and sell DDoS attack services. 
Companies looking for business-grade DDoS mitigation and testing might need to be cautious about 
checking who they are considering buying from and what kind of controversy they might attract by 
taking services from those suppliers 9, 10, 11.

Interpersonal or inter-group rivalries

This broad category of DDoS attacks contains attacks from technically-savvy individuals against other 
individuals, groups or organizations that have caused offence. Organizations that can get into dispute 
with individuals because of their business (car parking and traffic enforcement, bailiffs, landlords and 
property, legal firms and law enforcement) may well be at higher risk.

As DDoS tools have developed and the cost of a DDoS attack has fallen, the requirement for financial 
wherewithal and technical skill has been replaced by a simple familiarity with DDoS (perhaps from a 
background in gaming) and the will to launch an illegal assault using digital tools.

DoS attacks have been an uncommon, but noted feature of disputes between IT staff and companies 
at times and DDoS attacks are no exception. Any company that has a high turnover of IT staff or 
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contractors and difficulties with employee exit or payment of contractors may be at higher risk of attack. 
There is an added risk of the attacker being intimately familiar with the company’s attack surface area, 
security operations, and exposure to business risk at specific times.

DDoS can now cost as little as $20 for several weeks of attacks using simple web portals requiring 
nothing but a basic knowledge of the target’s domains or IP addresses. The “barrier for entry” for people 
with sufficient motivation to break the law to cause difficulties for a target has been reducing.

Extortion

The classic view of DDoS attacks is as a tool of extortion. “Pay us $X or we will take your site down.” 
The targets of these attacks were those organizations that clearly had a lot of value in their online 
assets - online gambling sites, e-commerce and retail, for example. Attacks can be timed to coincide 
with periods of intense business activity for the target - black Friday for retailers, Valentine’s Day for 
florists, Christmas, Grand National Day - the more obvious the connection between the company’s 
online activities and specific dates and times, the higher the risks.

Extortionists sometimes do not launch an attack at all, starting with a communication of intent and 
a demand for money. However most will demonstrate their power by launching a short attack first, 
stopping it and then demanding money under the threat of a continued or sustained assault.

Attackers have become more aware that attacking smaller organisations which are less likely to have 
invested in protection and asking for lower amount of money is a good way to avoid detection and capture.

Paying a criminal to cease an attack increases the chances of the company being hit again and the 
payment demands rising. There are high profile cases such as that of ProtonMail where a company 
has paid one DDoS attacker, only to find that they were being targeted by someone else. Interestingly, 
ProtonMail claimed at the time they received significant pressure from their ISP and hosting provider to 
pay the attackers 12.

Diversionary

Since 2014, there has been an increasing awareness that DDoS attacks were not just a tool to cause 
nuisance - but a common component of more complex and sophisticated cyber attacks or criminal activity. 
DDoS attacks are reported to be used as a smokescreen or diversion, allowing criminals a greater chance 
of infiltrating a network, phishing targets or exfiltrating data without timely detection and response 13.

It is possible that in cases such as that of TalkTalk, the brute-force nature of the data exfiltration 
inadvertently caused a denial of service condition, rather than being a conscious DDoS smokescreen. 
It’s not clear if this is a useful distinction as the detailed evidence of the nature of the attack is not publicly 
accessible and so it is necessary to resort to analysis of PR output and post-attack commentary.

Businesses that made use of lower-cost “on demand” DDoS mitigation found that the DDoS attackers 
were wise to the effort and cost required to “swing” traffic to the mitigation company. Predictably 
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this resulted in attacks which lasted only a short amount of time (sufficient to trigger a swing) before 
repeating after quite a while had passed (to allow traffic to swing back) and then commencing a further 
attack. The mitigation market has subsequently moved away from on-demand mitigation, preferring the 
regularity of always-on protection.

DDoS attacks are just as adept at consuming business human resources as they are technical 
resources. DDoS testing can thus be effective at measuring a company’s exposure to process and 
personnel resource abuse as well as testing system parameters.

Market manipulation

Financial organizations, stock exchanges and other companies involved in shares and trading are very 
much the target of organised criminal gangs looking to disrupt or exploit a system that relies on timely 
accurate transfer of information for high value transactions. DDoS mitigation companies have seen 
a link between DDoS activity and drops in company share price and there is evidence that markets 
are deliberately manipulated by gangs looking to profit from short-selling shares or those looking to 
undermine specific organisations or the capitalist system itself.

Attacks on BitCoin exchanges (eg. Mount Gox) wiped 22% off the value of BitCoins. Sony suffered a 
6% drop in share value after cyberattacks by Anonymous.

Accidental and Flash Crowds

Big marketing or news events and sales of tickets for popular shows or entertainments are known to 
regularly cause web systems used for news, or subscription sign-ups to fail under sustained load. This 
load is less a DDoS attack as simply overwhelming the system’s load capacity. A flash crowd. 

Accidental DDoS is sometimes the result of IT staff making use of testing, monitoring tools or scripting 
to automate tasks or misconfiguration of DDoS testing systems. Hackers or DDoS tool creators have 
also had their share of misconfigurations and accidental releases causing attacks on targets that they 
were not intending. Even router vendors have botched patching their devices and inadvertently caused 
DDoS-like attack traffic.

This kind of DDoS highlights the difficulties faced in mitigation. How does one discriminate between 
legitimate users of services and illegitimate DDoS traffic from compromised devices? Regardless, good 
detection capabilities can assist in diagnosing this kind of problem and resolving it - or managing it.

The advent of cloud computing is likely to reduce the impact of flash crowds in properly designed 
systems where front-end elasticity can cost-effectively soak up unexpected peaks in traffic.
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DDoS motivation Risk factors
Online gaming Provide connectivity to online gamers 

Host gaming servers, forums or services for gamers
Political/ ideological National, political or religious affiliation 

Associated with recent or ongoing controversy 
Very public moral stand or principles 
Icons or advocates of a particular philosophy (eg. capitalism)

Marketing DDoS High media profile 
Iconic brands 
Security or high-tech industry 
High proportion of young male customers

Revenge or personal rivalry Low customer satisfaction or popularity 
Large number of consumer customers 
High staff turnover 
Use of IT contractors 
High proportion of IT-literate staff or customers

Extortion/financial Digital product or service delivery 
Multiple customer impact of outage 
High ratio of revenue to resource 
Known peak business activity (eg. sales day) 
Dependency on online sales

Nihilism/vandalism High digital media presence 
New product or event launch 
Boutique or style-based content

Competition High staff turnover 
IT-literate staff 
Unscrupulous market practises 
Digital products or services 
Emerging global market 
Competition in countries with high incidence of DDoS

Social network Employees use corporate IT facilities/addresses for social media 
Business active on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn et al 
Employees list employer in social media profiles 
Employees that court controversy or notoriety in social media

Diversionary Business sells to consumers online - collects PII 
Company has valuable data or intellectual property 
Company uses “on-demand” DDoS mitigation

Gambling/Market manipulation Engaged in merger and acquisition or disposal of assets 
Share price in the news or under scrutiny 
Provide access to online betting/trading or gambling tools or services

Accidental Iconic brand 
Brand confusion 
IT teams active in network monitoring and testing

Flash crowds Supports big ticket high profile events 
Subject of or supplier of breaking news or scandal

Critical infrastructure Hosts IT systems or services that are critical  
Big real-world impact of outages

The number of these risk factors that are present in an organisation may say something about whether 
their risk profile is going to be greater or lower than the average for their industry vertical. What we can 
do is construct a simple questionnaire to score the DDoS risk intensity of an organisation’s profile. 
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Appendix 1 provides a method of evaluating your risk category based on your industry vertical 
and how prevalent DDoS risk factors are in your organisation.

Frequency versus sophistication
Reports vary, but most commentators agree that if an organization is hit once, the risk of being hit twice 
or more is very high. The proportion of attacks on single targets that use multiple vectors is increasing 
- and criminals are aware that there are potential human and business weaknesses in mitigation that 
makes shorter irregular frequent attacks more difficult to combat than sustained single attacks.

This sophistication is polarising the threat landscape and introducing notable differences in styles of 
DDoS attack.

Attacks created by low-skill threat actors using off-the-shelf DDoS tools are often unsophisticated and 
lack subtlety or guile. They may use well-known volumetric or protocol attacks, but are not likely to be 
well-timed, well-targeted or adaptable to counter-measures.

They are considered low-sophistication attacks. They may still be highly effective at taking down a 
target system, however. When a DDoS attack tool is updated with a high impact technique, like DNS 
reflection and amplification, or leveraging the scale of an IoT botnet, then anyone using the tools 
benefits from the enhanced attack.

High-skill threat actors are well-prepared and are more likely to use custom tools or botnets 
with sophistication. They plan the attack well and understand the target’s weak spots in terms of 
infrastructure and business timing. DDoS is used in concert with penetrating attacks, malware insertion, 
spear-phishing or other techniques. They may be more likely to use low-and-slow application attacks - 
or a cascading sequence of probes to determine what slips past defences. These are considered high-
sophistication attacks.

The nature of some DDoS categories varies based on the capability of the threat actor involved. In 
general, unsophisticated attacks are more likely than sophisticated ones simply because of the low 
proportion of possible antagonists with the technical capability to act in a sophisticated, focused yet 
malicious manner. Some DDoS threats are persistent - others will be prompted by news events; sudden 
celebrity or notoriety, trends on social media or shifts in politics or foreign affairs.

Threat types and elements of non-technical mitigation considerations
There are many non-technical methods that might be employed to help mitigate the chances of attack 
alongside a strong technical, policy, personnel and testing policy. Consider the sources of threat actors that 
may launch DDoS attacks against your organisation and then examine the following mitigation areas for 
suggestions on how non-technical changes may have a positive impact on DDoS risk for your organisation.
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DDoS motivation Non-technical mitigation considerations
Online gaming Review user agreements concerning use of DDoS against other subscribers 

and consider publishing policy position regarding punishments or sanctions for 
offenders - account banning. Publish effective user reporting system to underpin 
technical monitoring systems.

Political/ideological Engagement with protesters, enabling constructive criticism, monitoring social 
media for evidence of organised protest using DDoS tools, security posture 
planning with events associated with controversy or protest. Changes to public 
ideological position.

Marketing DDoS PR plan to inform customers whilst negating positive spin for threat agents. 
Media focus on the target and impact rather than the perpetrator. Avoid hyperbole 
or needling releases.

Revenge or personal rivalry Effective constructive complaints process. Information flow between IT 
and customer services. Effective exit policies with constructive dialogue for 
contractors and employees previously engaged with the network.

Extortion/financial Positive engagement plan with specialist units in law enforcement in the event 
of an extortion attempt. Identification of key business activity days and planning 
IT events and resources to sympathise. Review security logs looking for recon 
attacks weeks prior to key event dates. Test detection capabilities and response 
plan.

Nihilism/vandalism PR plan to inform customers and manage external perception of the attack.
Competition Monitoring of competitor firms created by ex-staff. Monitoring of competitors 

firms in emerging markets. Review of industry news exploring market practises in 
developing markets.

Social network Review social media policy for staff including use of social media using work 
facilities.

Diversionary Review of outbound filtering to help prevent exfiltration. Strong internal monitoring 
and bulkhead network design to impede unauthorised data movements during 
DDoS attack. Regular DDoS tests and simulations to judge impact on staff 
of response plan for DDoS events and to ensure spare capacity to deal with 
operational security when under DDoS attack.

Gambling/ Market manipulation Extra vigilance during M&A activity and focus on detection of low-intensity 
reconnaissance DDoS traffic. Correlation of network traffic patterns and abnormal 
betting/investment patterns.

Accidental Consider stepped response plan which allows for mistakes to be identified and 
rectified prior to any costly mitigation engagement. Create PR plan for the case of 
accidental or prank DDoS attack.

Flash crowds Good capacity planning of bandwidth to expected traffic loading. Spare capacity/
headroom or use of elastic computing. Load testing to determine maximum load 
limits. Better communication between marketing/events and IT/infrastructure 
team with a policy of routinely considering potential impact on infrastructure of 
marketing events.

Critical infrastructure Review and compliance with latest regulation concerning protection of critical 
infrastructure. Physical separation of critical systems from public networks. DDoS 
tests and simulations to examine operational performance of systems, people 
and processes under duress. Analysis of whether nation-based filtering may be 
appropriate.
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Summary
All UK businesses should understand the impact that a DDoS attack might have on their business. 
To do this, they need to look at the breadth of their IT infrastructure that might be lost under a DDoS 
attack and the cost implications of losing that infrastructure for a period of time. When combined with an 
understanding of the annual likelihood of an attack, a company can then understand the expected cost 
impact of DDoS ranged against the company. All that would remain is the allocation of budget to DDoS 
mitigation (technical and non-technical) proportionate to the expected loss.

Some of the assumptions that are made during a risk assessment exercise, particularly those around 
the expected impact of a DDoS attack may be quantified accurately through a formal DDoS test.

In the next section of the report, the place of DDoS testing in a comprehensive DDoS mitigation 
programme will be considered.
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Appendix 1: activereach DDoS risk assessment questionnaire
Follow this three-step process to calculate your risk category:

1. Set your initial risk category based on the vertical market your organisation is in

2. Identify risk factors that might make it more or less likely that your organisation will be hit 
with a DDoS attack.

3. Modify your initial risk category depending on the intensity of risk factors.

i.e. Initial Risk Category + Risk Category Modifier = Final Risk Category

1.Initial risk category based on vertical market

Industry Vertical Initial Risk Category
Consumer ISP, DNS provider 5 - Very high
Government and political, business ISP 4 - High
Finance, gaming, hosting, e-commerce, education 3 - Medium
Law, healthcare, utilities, gambling 2 - Low
Manufacturing and others 1 - Very low

2. Risk category modifier based on present organisational risk factors

Rate your organisation against the following statements/characteristics. Score 0 for “Not 
applicable”, 1 for “Somewhat applicable” and 2 for “Highly applicable.”

# Statement Score Keywords
1 Your organisation provides connectivity to online 

gamers, hosts gaming servers, forums or services 
for gamers

Gaming, Reputation

2 Your organisation has known political affiliations 
or the public perceives it as representing a 
government, religion, nation or political concept 
such as capitalism.

Warfare, Protest

3 Your organisation attracts lots of media 
coverage and has a sizable impact or footprint in 
conventional or social media.

Reputation, Protest, Prank

4 Your organisation is involved in some recent or 
ongoing controversy.

Protest
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# Statement Score Keywords
5 Your organisation controls infrastructure or 

conducts activities critical to a country’s economic, 
societal or governmental integrity.

Warfare

6 Your organisation is reputed to have a high security 
posture because of the nature of its business or 
brand values.

Reputation

7 Your organisation makes money from products and 
services that are delivered digitally.

Extortion, Diversion

8 Your organisation controls network infrastructure 
that is used by many customers.

Extortion, Reputation

9 Your organisation has very short windows of 
intense commercial activity of great importance to 
annual revenue or profit such as Christmas sales 
or seasonal events.

Extortion, Revenge

10 Your organisation is dependent on online sales. Extortion, Revenge
11 Your organisation has large numbers of consumer 

customers.
Revenge

12 Your organisation suffers from high staff turnover 
and regular redundancies.

Revenge, Competition

13 Your organisation suffers from low customer 
satisfaction scores.

Revenge, Protest

14 Your organisation has a high proportion of 
employees and customers who are technically 
aware.

Revenge, Protest

15 Your organisation is a digital public content provider 
(news, games, social media, entertainment) with a 
well-defined narrow subject-matter focus.

Flash crowd

16 Your organisation sells tickets to popular events. Flash crowd
17 Your organisation is very efficient and buys just 

enough network or server capacity that it needs.
Flash crowd

18 Your organisation has valuable IP on internal 
servers such as user subscription data 
(usernames/passwords), digital media (photos, 
films, music), financial information (card data, bank 
details).

Diversion, Extortion

19 Your organisation’s revenue from online activities 
has increased, but the number of staff supporting 
the infrastructure has decreased as services are 
outsourced.

Diversion, Extortion, 
Revenge

20 Your organisation maintains a very complex 
network security environment.

Diversion

21 Your organisation does business in a market with 
unscrupulous competitors.

Competition

22 Your organisation does business in a market 
that has international competition from emerging 
economies.

Competition

23 Your organisation is often confused for another 
because of a similar name, acronym or brand.

Prank, Accidental
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# Statement Score Keywords
24 Your organisation controls brands that are iconic or 

internationally recognised.
Reputation, Prank, 
Accidental

25 Your organisation has a high proportion of young 
male customers.

Reputation, Prank

26 Your employees make extensive use of corporate 
facilities for social media interactions.

Revenge

27 Your organisation is highly active on Twitter, 
Facebook, LinkedIn et al.

Revenge

28 Your organisation is engaged in current merger and 
acquisition activities 

Market

29 Your organisation’s share price or owner-
ship is in the news or under scrutiny.

Market

30 Your IT team or security partners conduct 
regular testing on your network infrastruc-
ture.

Accidental

Total Final Score (0-60)

3. Modify your initial risk category based on the results of the questions above

Total the scores to give you a rating from 0-60. This is a number representing the number 
of DDoS threat motivations that might be stacked against your company, the breadth of the 
shadow your organisation casts over the DDoS threat landscape if you will. Your likelihood of 
being attacked will be higher, the higher your rating.

If your final score is in the following bands, increase or decrease your initial risk category one step.

Final Score Assessment Action
0-15 Your organisation’s risks seem to be 

lower than typical for organisations in 
your sector.

Decrease your initial risk category one 
step.

16-30 Your organisation’s risk seems typical 
for your sector.

Keep your initial risk category.

31-60 Your organisation’s risks seem to be 
higher than typical for organisations in 
your sector.

Increase your initial risk category one 
step.
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Final Risk category Likelihood Attack expected
6 - Extremely high 400%+ More than once a quarter
5 - Very high 85%-100% More than once a year
4 - High 50%-60% Every 2 years
3 - Medium 30%-40% Every 3 years
2 - Low 15%-25% Every 4-5 years
1 - Very low 5%-10% Every 10 years
0 - Extremely low Under 5% More than 10 years apart

Please visit https://activereach.net/solutions/network-security/test/ddos-testing/ 
to find out more about activereach’s Managed Testing Services.


